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Abstract— The reason to develop an application, which 

would be able to generate steps for solving the Rubix cube, 

as it is known to be a very famous puzzle solving game 

among the current generation. This application will help 

them to develop and improve their problem solving skills. 

This application will scan the current Rubix Cube state and 

help the user solve the Rubix Cube by generating the steps 

to solve it.  This application would use the most famous 

method to solve cube. The reason for choosing the most 

famous method to solve the cube is that most of the starter 

Rubix cube solvers start with this method, so the user will 

be familiar with the steps used in this application. Although 

instead of using only the basic method, this will include 

some advanced methods and develop a Hybrid Algorithm 

using David Singmaster Method and Jessica Fridrich 

Method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Rubik's Cube is a 3-D combination puzzle invented in 

1974 by Hungarian sculptor and professor of architecture 

Ern Rubik. Since then its immense success has led to it 

becoming the world’s most successful toy in history with 

nearly 350 million units being sold worldwide. Despite the 

relatively simple concept, the cube has over 43 Quintillion 

(43,252,003,274,489,856,000) different combinations of 

scrambling. Nevertheless the legal arrangement of the Rubik 

Cube can be solved in 20 moves or fewer, with the use of a 

variety of algorithms and this is called Gods Number. The 

most important part of solving a Rubik's Cube is 

understanding how it works. When looking at a Rubik's 

Cube, there are six sides, each containing nine pieces. There 

are three types of pieces in a Rubix Cube, Center piece, 

Edge Piece and Corner Piece.  There are 6 center pieces, 12 

edge pieces and 8 corner pieces in the Rubix cube. Each 

center piece has single color, edge pieces have two colors 

and corner pieces have three colors. The six colors of the 

Rubix cube are red, green, blue, yellow, white and orange. 

Red center piece is always opposite to orange, white is 

always opposite to yellow and green is always opposite to 

blue. The sides can be rotated in many ways, but regardless 

of what is done to the cube (unless taken apart) the center 

pieces don't move with respect to each other. Therefore, 

when the cube is being solved, the central pieces cannot 

move position. The target state for the Rubix cube is the 

state or configuration of the Rubix cube in which all the 

faces of the Rubix cube have the same color i.e. the edge 

pieces and corner pieces of each face have the color 

matching with the center piece on each face of the Rubix 

cube. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Sr. 

No 
Title of paper 

Technologies 

Used 
Drawbacks 

 

 

 

 

1 

An 

Evolutionary 

Approach for 

Solving the 

Rubik’s Cube 

Incorporating 

Exact Methods. 

Thistlethwaite, 

Kociemba and 

Rokicki 

These algorithms 

are very fast and 

very efficient for 

machine to solve 

the rubikx cube 

but difficult for 

human to 

understand and 

memorize. 

 

 

 

2 

Autonomous 

Rubik's Cube 

Solver Using 

Image 

Processing. 

 

OpenCV  

(Open Source 

Computer 

Vision), 

Dev C++, 

Kociemba’s 

algorithm 

Kociemba’s 

algorithm is 

efficient for 

computers to find 

steps to solve 

cube but difficult 

for humans to 

learn. 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

Rubix Cube 

Localization, 

Face Detection, 

and 

Interactive 

Solving. 

 

k-means, 

SLIC (Simple 

Linear Iterative 

Clustering), 

Convolutional 

neural network, 

Koceimba’s 

algorithm 

 

CNN have high 

computational 

cost. If you don't 

have a good GPU 

they are quite 

slow to train. 

They also need a 

lot of training 

data. 

Assignment of 

pixels to their 

corresponding k-

means centroids 

is an expensive 

process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

Intelligent 

Rubik's Cube 

Solver. 

Jessica 

Friedrich 

method 

(CFOP) 

Used very 

complex 

components to 

design robot 

which solves 

rubix cube. 

Also designing 

robot to solve 

cube would be 

costly. 

Because the 

restriction of 

machine set 

design, the robot 

can only do to 

turn-over of push 

action. 

Table 1: Literature Survey 
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III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The following figure gives a brief idea about the system 

architecture.  

The software that we are developing follows the 

agenda of capture, process, solve and communicate and 

hence we have named the architecture of our software as 

CPSC Architecture. Our software is collaboration of three 

applications: 

a) Image capturing and Processing Application 

b) Rubix cube solving Application 

c) Communication Application 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed System Architecture 

A. Image Capturing and Processing 

The Rubix cube which is in the hand of the user is presented 

in front of the web-cam. There will be a 3 by 3 grid on the 

screen and then each face of the Rubix cube will be shown 

in front of the web-cam and each cell matching with each 

square on the grid and the image of each face of the Rubix 

cube captured through the web-cam. We are following RGB 

color code model to recognize the color on each and every 

face of the Rubix cube. Then a RGB color code matrix will 

be created for each face of the Rubix cube and then that 

color code matrix for each face will be stored in the text file. 

This text file represents the current configuration of the 

Rubix cube which is then passed on the next phase of the 

software which heart of the software i.e. Rubix cube solving 

application. While capturing the image we also provide the 

feature of brightness and contrast adjustment so as to deal 

with the Rubix cube of different materials and color quality 

and varying lightning conditions. We are using OPENCV 

library for calculating the RGB color code values of the 

cells on each face of the Rubix cube. 

B. Rubix Cube Solving Application 

The text file representing the current configuration of the 

Rubix cube is given as input to this Rubix cube solver 

application. The heart of the software which is algorithm to 

solve the Rubix cube is implemented in this Rubix cube 

solver application. Many algorithms are already proposed to 

solve the Rubix cube, but we are trying to generate the 

hybrid algorithm by combining the two algorithms that can 

give solution in computationally acceptable time. The 

hybrid algorithm will take the current configuration of the 

Rubix cube as input and will generate the series of steps that 

will be needed to solve the Rubix cube and then those series 

of steps will be stored in one text file and given as input to 

the communication part of our software. 

C. Communication Application 

The Rubix cube solver has generated the series of steps 

which are needed to solve the Rubix cube which are 

required to be presented to the user. The solution steps will 

be communicated with user in the form of an animation and 

also in the form of textual format. The scrambled Rubix 

cube will be in the users hand and then user will perform the 

operations/moves on the Rubix cube according to the 

instructions on the screen, following which user will reach 

to the final configuration of the Rubix cube. OpenGL library 

support is used to generate the animation. Virtual cube will 

be generated on the screen and then that virtual cube will 

perform the series of steps required to reach to the solution 

on screen in front of the user and then user will perform 

same steps on physical Rubix cube in his hand. 

IV. HYBRID ALGORITHM 

This application uses two main algorithms to form the 

hybrid algorithm. The algorithms used are David Singmaster 

Method and Jessica Fridrich Method.  

David Singmaster Method is also called Basic 

Beginner’s Method or Layer by Layer Method. This is the 

easiest algorithm to solve the Rubix Cube. Steps in this 

algorithm are very easy to memorize. This method divides 

the cube in layers and solve every layer one by one. This 

method can solve the Rubix Cube in around 155 steps. 

Jessica Fridrich Method is also called CFOP 

(Cross, First two Layers, Orient Last Layer and Permute 

Last Layer) Method. This method solves the cube in very 

less no. of steps i.e. around 50 steps. This method is used by 

computers and fast cube solvers. But this method is very 

difficult to memorize. 

By hybridizing the above two methods we have 

developed this hybrid algorithm which solves the Rubix 

Cube in comparatively less no. of steps i.e. around 80 steps 

and also this is very easy for normal user to memorize. The 

steps in Hybrid Algorithm are: 

A. Step 1 

Making the 1st cross would be easy for human, but for a 

Program it has to analyze all the possible position for the 

required edge and code all the steps required to bring it to 

the destination position. 

If the edge piece is at right position but inverted, 

then we can use the following step: 

T L Ti F 

B. Step 2 

Now bring the corner pieces in place by looking for corner 

pieces with the colors that matches the color combo of the 

piece that needs to be at the target position. 

Once that’s done we place it right below the target 

position and perform the following steps:  

Ri Di R D 

Do this until the corner piece is in right position. 

By the end of this we will be done at sorting 1 face of the 

cube. 

C. Step 3 

Now invert the cube upside down to solve the middle layer. 

We need to find the appropriate edge piece and place it on 

top of the middle piece of the side face also make sure that 
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the middle piece of side face and the color of edge face 

matches.  

Now perform the following steps: 

U R Ui Ri Ui Fi U F 
The edge piece will move to the right edge piece of 

side face if its facing towards user. If we need to bring it to 

the left edge piece of side face, then perform the following 

steps  

Ui Li U L U F Ui Fi 

By this we are done with middle layer. 

D. Step 4 

Now we make a cross on the last layer. Look at the last layer 

and check its pattern it might be one of 4 patterns – dot, the 

letter L, line or a cross.  

If it’s not a line, to make a cross perform the 

following steps:   

F U R Ui Ri Fi 

If it’s a line, then perform the following steps:  

F R U Ri Ui Fi 

E. Step 5 

Now turn the top layer such that two of its edge piece is at 

right position with respect to the side piece. If two matching 

edge piece are opposite to each other, then from one of its 

side perform the following steps: 

R U Ri U R U U Ri U 

Perform the same steps if the two edge pieces are 

adjacent to each other, just make sure that you perform the 

steps by keeping one of it at the right of another and face the 

another edge piece.   

F. Step 6 

Now only the corner piece remains. Now we need to bring 

the corner pieces to its appropriate position, even if wrongly 

oriented. Find a piece which is already on the right place, 

move it to the right-top corner of top face. Now perform the 

following steps  

U R Ui Li U Ri Ui L 

If there is no piece already at right place, then 

perform the steps from any position. 

G. Step 7 

Now all the corner pieces are at right position, now we 

reorient them to complete the game. Place the corner piece 

that needs reorientation on the bottom right of top face and 

perform the following steps:  

Ri Di R D 

Once that piece is at proper orientation turn the top 

face to place the next corner piece that needs reorientation to 

the bottom right of top face and perform the same steps and 

do this until all the corners are done.   

Once that’s done the Cube will be solved. 

V. CHALLENGES 

Challenges in the image capturing: There are different types 

of Rubix cube available in the market. It is not guaranteed 

that the user will always use the Rubix cube with some 

specific color shades. So, the image capturing has to deal 

with the challenge of recognizing different colors on 

different types of the Rubix cube. To deal with this 

challenge we are providing the feature of brightness and 

contrast control. 

Another challenge is that there can be slight change 

in color while recognition because of different intensity of 

light in the surrounding of the Rubix cube. We are trying to 

solve these challenges by providing the features of 

brightness and contrast control but still this will be very 

difficult to cope with this challenges. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

By testing some of the most famous Algorithms, specific 

steps were derived which would improve the efficiency of 

Solving Algorithm by lowering the average number of steps 

required to solve the scrambled Rubix Cube. This paper will 

be able to lower the average of 155 steps using the Basic 

Beginners Algorithm and lower it down to 80 steps by 

hybridizing it with Fridrich Algorithm. Reaching the Gods 

number might be the humanity’s one of the greatest 

achievement but the current computational power is limited 

and cannot handle the billions of Permutation combination 

which are used in generating steps to reach the goal solved 

state.   

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

As Artificial Neural networks can also be used in this 

project which will be learning program it would have some 

necessary algorithms taught to it and by trying out different 

Scrambled Rubix cube it would be able to try out new steps 

and determines if that new step is more efficient that the one 

that is previously used from the old knowledge base. A 

learning Program can be developed but it would require 

many years and millions of Scrabbled combinations to try 

out and learn and device all the possible solutions that can 

be used to solve any cube. By using more efficient 

Algorithms and narrowing down the search steps and 

heuristics a more feasible time rate can be generated. 
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